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Abstract
We propose a nonperturbative definition of N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM). We realize
N = 4 SYM on R×S3 as the theory around a vacuum of the plane wave matrix model.
Our regularization preserves sixteen supersymmetries and the gauge symmetry. We
perform the 1-loop calculation to give evidences that the superconformal symmetry is
restored in the continuum limit.
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1–3], a typical example of which is a conjecture that type
IIB superstring on AdS5 × S5 corresponds to N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM), has been
intensively investigated for a decade. However, it has not been completely proven yet,
partially because it is a strong/weak duality with respect to the coupling constants. It is,
therefore, relevant to give a nonperturbative definition of N = 4 SYM that enables us to
study its strong coupling regime. The lattice gauge theory is a promising candidate for
such a nonperturbative definition. However, supersymmetric gauge theories on the lattice
are generally difficult to construct, although there have been remarkable developments on
this subject [4–8]. To give a nonperturbative definition of N = 4 SYM will not only bring
enormous progress in the study of the AdS/CFT correspondence, but will also yield some
insights into the problem of nonperturbative formulation of supersymmetric gauge theories.
It was shown in [9] that a gauge theory in the planar limit is equivalent to the matrix
model (the reduced model) obtained by dimensionally reducing it to zero dimension if the
U(1)D symmetry is unbroken, where D stands for the dimensionality of space-time. This is
the so-called large N reduction. The global gauge symmetry of the matrix model is naturally
interpreted as the local gauge symmetry of the original gauge theory. Thus, as an alternative
to the lattice gauge theory, the matrix model may serve as a nonperturbative definition of
the planar gauge theory with the gauge symmetry manifestly kept. The U(1)D symmetry
is, however, spontaneously broken except for D = 2, so that the above equivalence does
not hold generically. There have been two improvements of the reduced model in which the
U(1)D symmetry breaking is prevented so that the equivalence holds: one is the quenched
reduced model [10–13], and the other is the twisted reduced model [14]. These improved
models work well for nonsupersymmetric planar gauge theories1. It seems quite difficult to
preserve supersymmetry manifestly in the twisted reduced model on the flat space and in
the quenched reduced model, while the gauge symmetry is respected in both models.
The compactification in matrix models developed in [20] shares the same idea with the
reduced model and will be called the matrix T-duality in this paper. While it is not restricted
1Recent studies on the twisted [15–17] and quenched [18] reduced models of the lattice gauge theory
oppose this statement, and an improvement of the reduced model was studied in [19]. Anyway, these studies
do not affect the arguments in this paper directly, because we consider a different kind of reduced model
and our model has supersymmetry.
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to the planar limit, it requires the size of matrices to be infinite from the beginning for the
orbifolding condition to be imposed, so that it cannot be used to define any supersymmetric
gauge theory nonperturbatively as it stands. It was argued in [4] that by imposing an
orbifolding condition on the reduced model of a supersymmetric gauge theory, one can
obtain its lattice theory in which part of the supersymmetries are manifestly preserved so
that the fine-tuning of only a few parameters is required. This construction can be regarded
as a finite-size matrix analog of the matrix T-duality. However, it has a problem of flat
directions which is analogous to the problem of the U(1)D symmetry breaking. To overcome
this problem, for instance, one needs to introduce a mass term for the scalar field, which
leads to no preservation of supersymmetries.
In [21], Takayama and three of the present authors found the relationships among the
SU(2|4) symmetric theories, which include N = 4 SYM on R × S3/Zk, 2+1 SYM on R ×
S2 [22] and the plane wave matrix model (PWMM) [23]. The last theory is obtained by
consistently truncating the Kaluza-Klein modes of N = 4 SYM on R×S3 [24] and so are the
former two theories [25]. In particular, 2+1 SYM on R×S2 and PWMM can be regarded as
dimensional reductions of N = 4 SYM on R× S3. These theories possess common features:
mass gap, discrete spectrum and many discrete vacua. From the gravity duals of those
vacua proposed by Lin and Maldacena [25], the following relations among these theories
are suggested: A) the theory around each vacuum of 2+1 SYM on R × S2 is equivalent to
the theory around a certain vacuum of PWMM, and B) the theory around each vacuum of
N = 4 SYM on R×S3/Zk is equivalent to the theory around a certain vacuum of 2+1 SYM
on R × S2 with the orbifolding (periodicity) condition imposed. In [21], the relations A)
and B) were shown directly on the gauge theory side. The results in [21] not only serve as a
nontrivial check of the gauge/gravity correspondence for the SU(2|4) theories, but they are
also interesting from the point of view of the reduced model as follows. While there have
been many works on realizing the gauge theories on the fuzzy sphere [26–29] using matrix
models [30, 31] and on the monopoles on the fuzzy sphere [31–36], the relation A) shows
that the continuum limit of the concentric fuzzy spheres with different radii corresponds
to multiple monopoles. Note that realizing the gauge theories on the fuzzy sphere using
the matrix models can be viewed as an extension of the twisted reduced model to curved
space. The relation B) can be regarded as an extension of the matrix T-duality to that on
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a nontrivial U(1) bundle, S3/Zk, whose base space is S
2. Indeed, the matrix T-duality was
later extended to that on general U(1) bundles in [37] and on general SU(2) bundles in [38].
Combining the relations A) and B) leads to the relation C), that the theory around each
vacuum of N = 4 SYM on R × S3/Zk is equivalent to the theory around a certain vacuum
of PWMM with the orbifolding condition imposed. In particular, for k = 1, N = 4 SYM on
R × S3 is realized in PWMM. The possibility of defining N = 4 SYM in terms of PWMM
nonperturbatively is suggested in [21]. The relationships shown in [21] are classical in the
following sense: in the relation A), we show the equivalence at tree level and do not care
about possible UV/IR mixing at higher orders, although the gravity duals suggest that any
UV/IR mixing does not occur. In the relation B), the size of matrices must be infinite from
the beginning as in the original matrix T-duality.
In this paper, we propose a nonperturbative definition of N = 4 SYM on R×S3 which is
equivalently mapped to N = 4 SYM on R4 at the conformal point and possesses the super-
conformal symmetry, the SU(2, 2|4) symmetry. We restrict ourselves to the planar limit. By
referring to the relation C) in [21], we regularize N = 4 SYM on R × S3 nonperturbatively
by using PWMM. Our analysis in this paper is quantum mechanical. The restriction to the
planar limit enables us not to impose the orbifolding condition and to consider finite-size
matrices such that the size of matrices plays the role of the ultraviolet cutoff. Thus we use
an extension of the reduced model to curved space rather than the matrix T-duality to relate
2 + 1 SYM on R × S2 to N = 4 SYM on R × S3. Because PWMM is a massive theory,
there is no flat direction and the quenching prescription is not needed. Our regularization
manifestly preserves the gauge symmetry and the SU(2|4) symmetry, a subgroup of the
SU(2, 2|4) symmetry. In particular, sixteen supersymmetries among thirty-two supersym-
metries are respected in our regularization. The restriction to the planar limit and sixteen
supersymmetries are probably sufficient to suppress the UV/IR mixing which may break
the relation between 2 + 1 SYM on R × S2 and PWMM quantum mechanically. They also
stabilize the vacua of PWMM completely. Indeed, the gravity duals of these theories suggest
2 + 1 SYM on R × S2 is obtained from PWMM quantum mechanically in the continuum
limit at least in the planar limit. The full SU(2, 2|4) symmetry should be restored in the
continuum limit. By performing the 1-loop analysis and comparing the results with those
in continuum N = 4 SYM, we provide some evidences that our regularization of N = 4
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SYM indeed works, although our final goal is to analyze N = 4 SYM nonperturbatively by
using our formulation. Our theory still has the continuum time direction, which we need
to cope with in order to put our theory on computer. For instance, we should be able to
apply the method in [39–41] to our case. We comment on an interesting paper [42], the
authors of which constructed the S3 background in the IIB matrix model with the Myers
term using the same procedure as [21]. They calculated the free energy of the theory around
the background up to the 2-loop order to find the stability of the background. Note also
that the authors of [43] discussed practicality of N = 4 SYM on the lattice recently.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we study the large N reduction on a
finite volume. As an example, we consider the φ4 matrix quantum mechanics. We examine
how the theory on S1 is obtained from the matrix model that is its dimensional reduction to
zero dimension, emphasizing the difference between the large N reductions for the theories
on R and S1. In section 3, we review the relationships among N = 4 SYM on R × S3, 2+1
SYM on R × S2 and PWMM shown in [21]. Based on these relationships and the result in
section 2, we give a nonperturbative definition of N = 4 SYM on R × S3 using PWMM.
In section 4, we perform the 1-loop calculation in our theory to give some evidences that
our regularization of N = 4 SYM indeed works. Section 5 is devoted to conclusion and
discussion. In appendices, some details are gathered.
2 The large N reduction on finite volume
In this section, we study the large N reduction on a finite volume, focusing on how different
it is from that on an infinite volume. Let us consider a matrix quantum mechanics, whose
action is given by
S =
∫
dτTr
(
1
2
(
dφ
dτ
)2
+
1
2
m2φ2 +
1
4
g2φ4
)
, (2.1)
where φ(τ) is an N×N hermitian matrix. We take the ’t Hooft limit: N →∞, λ = g2N =
fixed. First, we consider the case in which the theory is defined on R, namely −∞ < τ <∞.
The prescription of the large N reduction is to make the following replacement [11–13]:
φ(τ)→ eiP τφe−iP τ ,∫
dτ → 2π
Λ
, (2.2)
4
kik j
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i
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Figure 1: 2-loop diagrams for the free energy: (a)planar and (b)nonplanar
where φ in the right-hand side of the first equation is no longer dependent on τ and Λ is an
ultraviolet cutoff. P is a constant N ×N matrix given by
P = diag(p1, p2, · · · , pN) (2.3)
with pi =
Λ
N
(i− N
2
). We take the limit in which
Λ→∞, N →∞, Λ/N → 0. (2.4)
Note that Λ/N is an infrared cutoff. The action (2.1) is reduced to
SR =
2π
Λ
(
1
2
∑
i,j
((pi − pj)2 +m2)|φij|2 + 1
4
g2Tr(φ4)
)
. (2.5)
In order to illustrate the large N reduction, we see that the free energy of the original
model (2.1) agrees with that of the reduced model (2.5) at the two-loop level. There are
two diagrams at the two-loop level for the free energy. Fig. 1-(a) shows the planar diagram
while Fig. 1-(b) shows the nonplanar one. We evaluate the planar diagram in Fig. 1-(a) for
the original model:
F 2−loopplanar /Vol =
1
2
N2λ
∫
dpdq
(2π)2
1
(p2 +m2)(q2 +m2)
. (2.6)
The nonplanar diagram in Fig. 1-(b) for the original model is suppressed by the order of
1/N2 compared to the planar one in Fig. 1-(a). On the other hand, we evaluate the planar
diagram in Fig. 1-(a) for the reduced model:
F 2−loopR,planar/(2π/Λ) =
1
2
g2
(
Λ
2π
)2∑
i,j,k
1
((pi − pk)2 +m2)((pj − pk)2 +m2)
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=
1
2
g2
(
Λ
2π
)2
N
∑
i,j
1
(p2i +m
2)(p2j +m
2)
. (2.7)
By using the relation valid in the limit (2.4),
Λ
N
∑
i
f
(
Λ
N
(
i− N
2
))
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dpf(p), (2.8)
one can easily verify that F 2−loopplanar /Vol = F
2−loop
R,planar/(2π/Λ). Indeed, one can prove that
Fplanar/Vol = FR,planar/(2π/Λ) holds at all orders. We further evaluate the nonplanar dia-
gram in Fig. 1-(b) for the reduced model:
F 2−loopR,nonplanar/(2π/Λ) =
1
4
g2
(
Λ
2π
)2∑
i
1
m4
=
1
4
N2λ
1
m4
×
(
Λ
2πN
)2
. (2.9)
Note that there is no correspondence for the nonplanar diagram between the original and
reduced models. The nonplanar contribution (2.9) is suppressed by the factor (Λ/N)2 in
the limit (2.4), relative to the planar contribution (2.7). All the nonplanar contributions are
indeed suppressed relative to the planar contributions in the reduced model. The reduced
model therefore reproduces the ’t Hooft (planar) limit of the original model.
Next, we compactify the τ -direction to S1 with the radius R. We evaluate the planar
diagram in Fig. 1-(a) for the original model:
F˜ 2−loopplanar =
1
2
N2λ˜
∑
n,l
1
( n
2
R2
+m2)( l
2
R2
+m2)
, (2.10)
where we take the N → ∞ limit with λ˜ = g2N/(2πR) fixed. Note that the nonplanar
diagram in Fig. 1-(b) for the original model is still suppressed by 1/N2 relative to the planar
diagram in Fig. 1-(a). Correspondingly, we consider the reduced model
S˜R =
1
2
∑
i,j
((pi − pj)2 +m2)|φij|2 + 1
4
g2RTr(φ
4) (2.11)
with pi =
1
R
(
i− N
2
)
. This naive reduced model turns out not to reproduce the original
model on S1. The contribution of the planar diagram in Fig. 1-(a) to the free energy for
this reduced model is
F˜ 2−loopR,planar =
1
2
g2R
∑
i,j,k
1
( (i−k)
2
R2
+m2)( (j−k)
2
R2
+m2)
6
=
1
2
g2RN
∑
n,l
1
( n
2
R2
+m2)( l
2
R2
+m2)
, (2.12)
while that of the nonplanar diagram in Fig. 1-(b) is
F˜ 2−loopR,nonplanar =
1
4
g2R
∑
i
1
m4
=
1
4
g2RN
1
m4
. (2.13)
(2.13) is not suppressed relative to (2.12), because the infrared cutoff 1/R is finite in this
case. Thus the correspondence between the original and reduced models fails in this case.
In the following, we modify the reduced model (2.5) to recover the correspondence. The
action of the modified model takes the same form as (2.11) while φ is a N(T +1)×N(T +1)
matrix, i, j run from 1 to N(T + 1) and pi is given by the i-component of the matrix
P˜ =
1
R
diag
(
−T
2
,−T
2
+ 1, · · · , T
2
)
⊗ 1N . (2.14)
Here T is a positive even integer. We take the limit in which T → ∞, N → ∞, λ˜ =
g2RN = fixed. T turns out to play the role of the ultraviolet cutoff for the momentum. In
the modified model, the contribution of the planar diagram in Fig. 1-(a) to the free energy
is
F˜ 2−loopMR,planar =
1
2
g2RN
3
T
2∑
a,b,c=−T
2
1
( (a−c)
2
R2
+m2)( (b−c)
2
R2
+m2)
=
1
2
N2(T + 1)λ˜
∑
n,l
1
( n
2
R2
+m2)( l
2
R2
+m2)
(2.15)
Then, we see that F˜ 2−loopplanar = F˜
2−loop
MR,planar/(T + 1). Indeed, it is easily verified that F˜planar =
F˜MR,planar/(T +1) holds at all orders. On the other hand, the contribution of the nonplanar
diagram in Fig. 1-(b) to the free energy for the modified model is
F˜ 2−loopMR,nonplanar =
1
4
g2RN
T
2∑
a=−T
2
1
m4
=
1
4
(T + 1)λ˜
1
m4
. (2.16)
This is suppressed by 1/N2 relative to (2.15). All the nonplanar contributions are indeed
suppressed relative to the planar contributions in the modified model. Hence, the modified
model reproduces the ’t Hooft (planar) limit of the original model on S1.
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For D-dimensional pure Yang-Mills (YM), the reduction analogous to (2.2) leads to
SYM =
1
g2
∫
dDx
1
4
Tr[∂µ − iAµ, ∂ν − iAν ]2
→ SYM,R = −2π
Λ
1
4g2
Tr[Pµ + Aµ, Pν + Aν ]
2, (2.17)
where Pµ is the D-dimensional analogue of (2.3). It is known that the reduced model
(2.17) does not reproduce the original YM, because the diagonal elements of Aµ are zero-
dimensional massless fields and instable enough to absorb Pµ. This is interpreted as the
counterpart of the U(1)D symmetry breaking in the reduced model of the lattice gauge
theory. Usually, in order to overcome this problem, the eigenvalues of Pµ +Aµ in (2.17) are
fixed to Pµ [12]. This is a quenching prescription. While the gauge symmetry is respected
in this prescription, supersymmetry is not. In the case we are concerned with in this paper,
we want to respect both symmetries simultaneously. We see how this problem is overcome
in the next section.
3 Realization of N = 4 SYM on R × S3 in terms of
PWMM
In this section, we review the relationships among N = 4 SYM on R × S3, 2+1 SYM on
R × S2 and PWMM shown in [21], and we propose a nonperturbative definition of N = 4
SYM on R× S3, based on these relationships and the result in the previous section.
3.1 N = 4 SYM on R × S3 and the SU(2|4) theories
The action of N = 4 SYM on R× S3 takes the form2
SR×S3 =
1
g2R×S3
∫
dt
dΩ3
(µ/2)3
Tr
(
−1
4
FabF
ab − 1
2
DaΦABD
aΦAB − 1
2
ΦABΦ
AB
+
1
4
[ΦAB ,ΦCD][Φ
AB,ΦCD] + iψ†ADtψ
A + iψ†Aσ
iDiψ
A
+ψ†Aσ
2[ΦAB, (ψ†B)
T ]− ψATσ2[ΦAB, ψB]
)
. (3.1)
Here a, b are the local Lorentz indices and run from 0 to 3. “0” corresponds to the time,
t. A,B are indices of the fundamental representation of SU(4) and run from 1 to 4.
2In this paper, we change the notation used in [21, 44] as follows: Yi → Xi, XAB → ΦAB, φ→ χ.
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ΦAB = −ΦBA and ΦAB = 12ǫABCDΦCD . The radius of S3 is 2/µ. This theory possesses
the superconformal symmetry, the SU(2, 2|4) symmetry. The action of 2+1 SYM on R×S2
takes the form
SR×S2 =
1
g2R×S2
∫
dt
dΩ2
µ2
Tr
(
1
2
(Dt ~X − iµ~L(0)At)2 − 1
2
(µ ~X + i(µ~L(0) × ~X − ~X × ~X))2
+
1
2
DtΦABDtΦ
AB +
1
2
~DΦAB · ~DΦAB − µ
2
8
ΦABΦ
AB +
1
4
[ΦAB,ΦCD][Φ
AB ,ΦCD]
+ iψ†ADtψ
A − ψ†A~σ · ~DψA −
3µ
4
ψ†Aψ
A + ψ†Aσ
2[ΦAB , (ψ†B)
T ]− ψATσ2[ΦAB, ψB]
)
,
(3.2)
where
~L(0) = −i~eϕ∂θ + i 1
sin θ
~eθ∂ϕ (3.3)
with ~er = (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ), ~eθ =
∂~er
∂θ
and ~eϕ =
1
sin θ
∂~er
∂ϕ
, ~D = µ~L(0)− [ ~X, ] and the
radius of S2 is 1/µ. The action of PWMM takes the form
SPW =
1
g2PW
∫
dt
µ2
Tr
(
1
2
(DtXi)
2 − 1
2
(µXi − i
2
ǫijk[Xj , Xk])
2 +
1
2
DtΦABDtΦ
AB − µ
2
8
ΦABΦ
AB
+
1
2
[Xi,ΦAB][Xi,Φ
AB] +
1
4
[ΦAB,ΦCD][Φ
AB,ΦCD] + iψ†ADtψ
A
−3µ
4
ψ†Aψ
A + ψ†Aσ
i[Xi, ψ
A] + ψ†Aσ
2[ΦAB, (ψ†B)
T ]− (ψA)Tσ2[ΦAB, ψB]
)
.
(3.4)
Both 2+1 SYM on R×S2 and PWMM possess the SU(2|4) symmetry, which is a subgroup
of the SU(2, 2|4) symmetry and has sixteen supercharges.
In the reminder of this section, for simplicity, we ignore the time component of the gauge
field At and the matter degrees of freedom, ΦAB and ψ
A. It is easy to include these degrees
of freedom in the arguments. All the statements in the following are also valid with these
degrees of freedom.
3.2 S3 and S2
First, we summarize some useful facts about S3 and S2 (see also [38]). We regard S3 as the
SU(2) group manifold. We parameterize an element of SU(2) in terms of the Euler angles
as
g = e−iϕσ3/2e−iθσ2/2e−iψσ3/2, (3.5)
9
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π, 0 ≤ ψ < 4π. The periodicity with respect to these angle
variables is expressed as
(θ, ϕ, ψ) ∼ (θ, ϕ+ 2π, ψ + 2π) ∼ (θ, ϕ, ψ + 4π). (3.6)
The isometry of S3 is SO(4) = SU(2) × SU(2), and these two SU(2)’s act on g from left
and right, respectively. Note that the superconformal group SU(2, 2|4) includes the SO(4)
group as a subgroup. We construct the right-invariant 1-forms,
dgg−1 = −iµEiσi/2, (3.7)
where the radius of S3 is 2/µ. They are explicitly given by
E1 =
1
µ
(− sinϕdθ + sin θ cosϕdψ),
E2 =
1
µ
(cosϕdθ + sin θ sinϕdψ),
E3 =
1
µ
(dϕ+ cos θdψ), (3.8)
and satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equation
dEi − µ
2
ǫijkE
j ∧ Ek = 0. (3.9)
The metric is constructed from Ei as
ds2 = EiEi =
1
µ2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2 + (dψ + cos θdϕ)2
)
. (3.10)
The Killing vectors dual to Ei are given by
Li = − i
µ
EMi ∂M , (3.11)
where M = θ, ϕ, ψ and EMi are inverse of E
i
M . The explicit form of the Killing vectors are
L1 = −i
(
− sinϕ∂θ − cot θ cosϕ∂ϕ + cosϕ
sin θ
∂ψ
)
,
L2 = −i
(
cosϕ∂θ − cot θ sinϕ∂ϕ + sinϕ
sin θ
∂ψ
)
,
L3 = −i∂ϕ. (3.12)
Because of the Maurer-Cartan equation (3.9), the Killing vectors satisfy the SU(2) algebra,
[Li,Lj] = iǫijkLk.
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One can also regard S3 as a U(1) bundle over S2 = SU(2)/U(1). S2 is parametrized by
θ and ϕ and covered with two local patches: the patch I defined by 0 ≤ θ < π and the patch
II defined by 0 < θ ≤ π. In the following expressions, the upper sign is taken in the patch I
while the lower sign in the patch II. The element of SU(2) in (3.5) is decomposed as
g = L · h
with L = e−iϕσ3/2e−iθσ2/2e±iϕσ3/2 and h = e−i(ψ±ϕ)σ3/2 (3.13)
L represents an element of S2, while h represents the fiber U(1). The fiber direction is
parametrized by y = ψ±ϕ. Note that L has no ϕ-dependence for θ = 0, π. The zweibein of
S2 is given by the i = 1, 2 components of the left-invariant 1-form, −iL−1dL = µeiσi/2 [45].
It takes the form
e1 =
1
µ
(± sinϕdθ + sin θ cosϕdϕ),
e2 =
1
µ
(− cosϕdθ ± sin θ sinϕdϕ). (3.14)
This zweibein gives the standard metric of S2 with the radius 1/µ:
ds2 =
1
µ2
(dθ2 + sin2 θϕ2). (3.15)
Making a replacement ∂y → −iq in (3.12) leads to the angular momentum operator in the
presence of a monopole with magnetic charge q at the origin [46]:
L
(q)
1 = i(sinϕ∂θ + cot θ cosϕ∂ϕ)− q
1∓ cos θ
sin θ
cosϕ,
L
(q)
2 = i(− cosϕ∂θ + cot θ sinϕ∂ϕ)− q
1∓ cos θ
sin θ
sinϕ,
L
(q)
3 = −i∂ϕ ∓ q, (3.16)
where q is quantized as q = 0,±1
2
,±1,±3
2
, · · · , because y is a periodic variable with the
period 4π. These operators act on the local sections on S2 and satisfy the SU(2) algebra
[L
(q)
i , L
(q)
j ] = iǫijkL
(q)
k . Note that when q = 0, these operators are reduced to the ordinary
angular momentum operators (3.3) on S2 (or R3), which generate the isometry group of S2,
SU(2). The SU(2) acting on g from left survives as the isometry of S2. Note that in 2+1
SYM on R× S2 the isometry of S2 is included in the SU(2|4) symmetry as a subgroup.
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3.3 Dimensional reductions
We dimensionally reduce the higher dimensional theories to the lower dimensional theories
[24, 25, 37, 38]. We start with N = 4 SYM on R× S3:
SR×S3 =
1
g2R×S3
∫
R×S3
1
2
Tr(F ∧ ∗F ). (3.17)
We put A = XiE
i (note that we have ignored At). Then, the curvature 2-form is given by
F = dA− iA ∧ A
= ∂tXidt ∧ Ei + iµLiXjEi ∧ Ej +XidEi − iXiXjEi ∧ Ej
= ∂tXidt ∧ Ei + 1
2
ǫijk
(
µXk + iǫklm(µLlXm − 1
2
[Xl, Xm])
)
Ei ∧ Ej. (3.18)
By using (3.18), we rewrite (3.17) as
SR×S3 =
1
g2R×S3
∫
dt
dΩ3
(µ/2)3
Tr
(
1
2
(∂tXi)
2 − 1
2
(
µXi + iǫijk(µLjXk − 1
2
[Xj, Xk])
)2)
.
(3.19)
By dropping the y-derivatives in (3.19), we obtain 2+1 SYM on R× S2:
SR×S2 =
1
g2R×S2
∫
dt
dΩ2
µ2
Tr
(
1
2
(∂tXi)
2 − 1
2
(
µXi + iǫijk(µL
(0)
j Xk −
1
2
[Xj , Xk])
)2)
, (3.20)
where g2R×S2 =
µg2
R×S3
4π
. Thus we obtain 2+1 SYM on R × S2 from N = 4 SYM on R × S3
by dimensionally reducing the fiber direction of S3 viewed as a U(1) bundle over S2. One of
two SU(2)’s that are the isometry of S3 survives as the isometry of S2. Correspondingly, the
superconformal symmetry, SU(2, 2|4), reduces to the SU(2|4) symmetry. It is convenient
for us to rewrite (3.20) using the gauge field and a Higgs field on S2. We decompose Xi into
the components tangential and horizontal to S2 [22]:
~X = χ~er + a1~eϕ − a2~eθ, (3.21)
where a1 and a2 are the gauge field on S
2 and χ is the Higgs field on S2. Substituting (3.21)
into (3.20) leads to
SR×S2 =
1
g2R×S2
∫
dt
dΩ2
µ2
Tr
(
1
2
(∂taa′)
2 +
1
2
(∂tχ)
2 − 1
2
(f12 − µχ)2 − 1
2
(Da′χ)
2
)
, (3.22)
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where a′ run from 1 to 2. Dropping all the derivatives in (3.20), we obtain
SPW =
1
g2PW
∫
dt
µ2
Tr
(
1
2
(∂tXi)
2 − 1
2
(
µXi − i
2
ǫijk[Xj, Xk]
)2)
, (3.23)
where g2PW =
g2
R×S2
4π
. Thus PWMM is obtained from 2+1 SYM on R× S2 by a dimensional
reduction. In this reduction, the SU(2|4) symmetry is preserved.
3.4 Vacua
While N = 4 SYM on R × S3 possesses the unique vacuum, 2+1 SYM on R × S2 and
PWMM possess many nontrivial vacua [23, 25]. Let us see how those vacua are described.
First, the vacuum configurations of (3.22) with the gauge group U(M) are determined by
f12 − µχ = 0,
Da′χ = 0. (3.24)
In the gauge in which χ is diagonal, (3.24) is solved as
aˆ1 = 0,
aˆ2 = −cos θ ∓ 1
sin θ
χˆ,
χˆ = µdiag(· · · , qs−1, · · · , qs−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ns−1
, qs, · · · , qs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ns
, qs+1, · · · , qs+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ns+1
, · · · ), (3.25)
where the gauge field takes the configurations of Dirac’s monopoles, so that qs must be half-
integers due to Dirac’s quantization condition. Note also that
∑
sNs =M . Thus the vacua
of 2+1 SYM on R× S2 are classified by the monopole charges qs and their degeneracies Ns.
The vacua preserve the SU(2|4) symmetry. (3.24) is rewritten in terms of the notation in
(3.20) as
µXi + iµǫijkL
(0)
j Xk −
i
2
ǫijk[Xj, Xk] = 0, (3.26)
which is equivalent to
[µL
(0)
i −Xi, µL(0)j −Xj] = iµǫijk(µL(0)k −Xk), (3.27)
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and (3.25) is rewritten as
µL
(0)
i − Xˆi = µdiag(· · · , L(qs−1)i , · · · , L(qs−1)i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ns−1
, L
(qs)
i , · · · , L(qs)i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ns
, L
(qs+1)
i , · · · , L(qs+1)i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ns+1
, · · · ), (3.28)
where
~ˆ
X = χˆ~er + aˆ1~eϕ − aˆ2~eθ.
Next, the vacuum configurations of (3.23) with the gauge group U(Mˆ) are determined
by
[Xi, Xj] = −iµǫijkXk. (3.29)
(3.29) is solved as
Xˆi = −µLi, (3.30)
where Li are the representation matrices of the SU(2) generators which are in general re-
ducible, and are decomposed into irreducible representations:
Li =


· · · Ns−1
︷
︸︸
︷
L
[js−1]
i · · ·
L
[js−1]
i
Ns
︷ ︸︸ ︷L
[js]
i · · ·
L
[js]
i
Ns+1
︷
︸︸
︷
L
[js+1]
i · · ·
L
[js+1]
i
· · ·


, (3.31)
where L
[j]
i are the spin j representation matrices of SU(2) and
∑
sNs(2js + 1) = Mˆ . The
vacua of the matrix model are classified by the SU(2) representations [js] and their degenera-
cies Ns. (3.31) represents concentric fuzzy spheres with different radii. The vacua preserve
the SU(2|4) symmetry.
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3.5 Higher dimensional theories from lower dimensional theories
In what follows, we obtain the higher dimensional theories from the lower dimensional the-
ories. First, we recall the relationship between the theory around (3.28) of 2 + 1 SYM on
R × S2 and the theory around (3.30) of PWMM, which was shown in [22] for the trivial
vacuum of 2+1 SYM on R × S2 and in [21] for generic vacua. We introduce an ultraviolet
cutoff N0 and put
2qs = 2js + 1−N0 (3.32)
4π
g2R×S2
=
N0
g2PW
. (3.33)
Then, the theory around (3.28) is equivalent to the theory around (3.30) in the limit in which
N0 →∞ with qs and gR×S2 fixed. The equivalence is proved as follows. We decompose the
fields into the background corresponding to (3.28) and the fluctuation as X
(s,t)
i → Xˆ(s,t)i +
X
(s,t)
i , where (s, t) label the (off-diagonal) blocks. Note that X
(s,t)
i is an Ns × Nt matrix.
Then, (3.20) is expanded around (3.28) as
SR×S2 =
1
g2R×S2
∫
dt
dΩ2
µ2
1
2
∑
s,t
tr
[
∂tX
(s,t)
i ∂tX
(t,s)
i
−
(
µX
(s,t)
i + iµǫijkL
(qst)
j X
(s,t)
k −
i
2
ǫijk[Xj , Xk]
(s,t)
)
×
(
µX
(t,s)
i + iµǫilmL
(qts)
l X
(t,s)
m −
i
2
ǫilm[Xl, Xm]
(t,s)
)]
, (3.34)
where
qst = qs − qt. (3.35)
We make a harmonic expansion of (3.34) by expanding the fluctuation in terms of the
monopole vector spherical harmonics Y˜ ρJmqi:
X
(s,t)
i =
∑
ρ=0,±1
∑
Q˜≥|qst|
Q∑
m=−Q
x
(s,t)
JmρY˜
ρ
Jmqi, (3.36)
where ρ stands for the polarization, Q = J + δρ1 and Q˜ = J + δρ−1. The properties of the
monopole spherical harmonics are analyzed and summarized in [21, 38, 47] and references
therein. Substituting (3.36) into (3.34) yields
SR×S2 =
4π
g2R×S2
∫
dt
µ2
tr
[
1
2
∑
s,t
x
(s,t)†
Jmρ (∂
2
t − µ2ρ2(J + 1)2)x(s,t)Jmρ
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+ iµ
∑
s,t,u
ρ1(J1 + 1)EJ1m1qstρ1 J2m2qtuρ2 J3m3qusρ3x(s,t)J1m1ρ1x
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
x
(u,s)
J3m3ρ3
+
1
2
∑
s,t,u,v
(−1)m−qsu+1EJ−mqusρ J1m1qstρ1 J2m2qtuρ2EJmqsuρ J3m3quvρ3 J4m4qvsρ4
×x(s,t)J1m1ρ1x
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
x
(u,v)
J3m3ρ3
x
(v,s)
J4m4ρ4
]
, (3.37)
where EJ1m1qstρ1 J2m2qtuρ2 J3m3qusρ3 is defined by
EJ1m1q1ρ1J2m2q2ρ2J3m3q3ρ3 =
∫
dΩ2
4π
ǫijkY˜
ρ1
J1m1q1i
Y˜ ρ2J2m2q2jY˜
ρ3
J3m3q3k
=
√
6(2J1 + 1)(2J1 + 2ρ
2
1 + 1)(2J2 + 1)(2J2 + 2ρ
2
2 + 1)(2J3 + 1)(2J3 + 2ρ
2
3 + 1)
× (−1)− ρ1+ρ2+ρ3+12


Q1 Q˜1 1
Q2 Q˜2 1
Q3 Q˜3 1


(
Q1 Q2 Q3
m1 m2 m3
)(
Q˜1 Q˜2 Q˜3
q1 q2 q3
)
, (3.38)
and we have used the equality
iǫijkL
(q)
j Y˜
ρ
Jmqk + Y˜
ρ
Jmqi = ρ(J + 1)Y˜
ρ
Jmqi. (3.39)
Similarly, decomposing the matrices into the background given by (3.30) and the fluctu-
ation as Xi → Xˆi +Xi leads to the theory around (3.30):
SPW =
N0
g2PW
∫
dt
µ2
1
2
∑
s,t
tr
[
∂tX
(s,t)
i ∂tX
(t,s)
i −
(
µX
(s,t)
i + iµǫijkLj ◦X(s,t)k −
i
2
ǫijk[Xj , Xk]
(s,t)
)
×
(
µX
(t,s)
i + iµǫilmLl ◦X(t,s)m −
i
2
ǫilm[Xl, Xm]
(t,s)
)]
, (3.40)
where Li◦ is defined by
Li ◦X(s,t)j = L[js]i X(s,t)j −X(s,t)j L[jt]i . (3.41)
The gauge symmetry of the above theory is expressed as
δX
(s,t)
i = iµLi ◦ α(s,t) − i[Xi, α](s,t). (3.42)
We make a harmonic expansion of (3.40) by expanding the fluctuation in terms of the fuzzy
vector spherical harmonics Yˆ ρJm(jsjt)i defined in appendix A as
X
(s,t)
i =
∑
ρ=0,±1
js+jt∑
Q˜≥|js−jt|
Q∑
m=−Q
x
(s,t)
Jmρ ⊗ Yˆ ρJm(jsjt)i. (3.43)
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x
(s,t)
Jmρ in (3.43) is an Ns × Nt matrix. Since js + jt = N0 + qs + qt − 1, N0 plays the role of
the ultraviolet cutoff. Note also that js − jt = qs − qt = qst. Substituting (3.43) into (3.40)
yields
SPW =
N0
g2PW
∫
dt
µ2
tr
[
1
2
∑
s,t
x
(s,t)†
Jmρ (∂
2
t − ρ2(J + 1)2)x(s,t)Jmρ
+ iµ
∑
s,t,u
ρ1(J1 + 1)EˆJ1m1(jsjt)ρ1 J2m2(jtju)ρ2 J3m3(jujs)ρ3x(s,t)J1m1ρ1x(t,u)J2m2ρ2x(u,s)J3m3ρ3
+
1
2
∑
s,t,u,v
(−1)m−qsu+1EˆJ−m(jujs)ρ J1m1(jsjt)ρ1 J2m2(jtju)ρ2 EˆJm(jsju)ρ J3m3(jujv)ρ3 J4m4(jvjs)ρ4
×x(s,t)J1m1ρ1x
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
x
(u,v)
J3m3ρ3
x
(v,s)
J4m4ρ4
]
, (3.44)
where EˆJ1m1(jj′)ρ1J2m2(j′j′′)ρ2J3m3(j′′j)ρ3 is defined in (A.14) and we have used (A.10). In the
N0 →∞ limit, the ultraviolet cutoff goes to infinity and
EˆJ1m1(jsjt)ρ1 J2m2(jtju)ρ2 J3m3(jujs)ρ3 → EJ1m1qstρ1 J2m2qtuρ2 J3m3qusρ3 (3.45)
because the 6-j symbol behaves asymptotically for R≫ 1 as [48]{
a b c
d+R e+R f +R
}
≈ (−1)
a+b+c+2(d+e+f+R)
√
2R
(
a b c
e− f f − d d− e
)
. (3.46)
Namely, this limit corresponds to the commutative (continuum) limit of the fuzzy spheres.
Hence, in the N0 → ∞ limit with g2PW/N0 = g2R×S2/(4π) and qs = js − N02 + 12 fixed, (3.44)
agrees with (3.37). We have proven our statement.
This equivalence is classical in the following sense. The asymptotic formula (3.46) holds
for a, b, c ≪ R. Namely, the reduction (3.45) is valid for J1, J2, J3 ≪ N0. Thus the equiva-
lence is true at tree level. The loop effect may cause a deviation between the two theories
quantum mechanically, since in the loop J1, J2, J3 can be O(N0). Part of this deviation
should be attributed to the UV/IR mixing3. Suppose we restrict ourselves to the planar
limit, in which Ns →∞ with g2R×S2Ns fixed. Then, this restriction and sixteen supersymme-
tries are probably sufficient to suppress the UV/IR mixing, namely the noncommutativity in
the continuum limit. Furthermore, as we discuss later, they completely stabilize the vacua
of PWMM. Thus, the equivalence should also hold at the quantum level. Indeed, the gravity
3 What we call the UV/IR mixing here is investigated as the noncommutative anomaly in [49, 50]
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duals of 2+1 SYM on R× S2 and PWMM proposed in [25] support this conjecture [21,51].
In the next section, we give an evidence that the UV/IR mixing does not exist.
Next, we recall that the theory around a certain vacuum of 2+1 U(M = N ×∞) SYM
on R×S2 with the orbifolding (periodicity) condition imposed is equivalent to U(N) N = 4
SYM on R × S3, which was shown in [21] (See also [37, 38]). This is an extension of the
matrix T-duality to that on a nontrivial fiber bundle, S3 as a U(1) bundle over S2. The
vacuum of 2+1 SYM on R × S2 we take is given by (3.28) in the N0 → ∞ limit with s
running from −∞ to ∞, qs = s/2, Ns = N and 4πµ g2R×S2 = g2R×S3. We decompose the fields
on S2 into the background and the fluctuation
Xi → Xˆi +Xi (3.47)
and impose the periodicity (orbifolding) condition on the fluctuation
X
(s+1,t+1)
i = X
(s,t)
i ≡ X(s−t)i . (3.48)
The fluctuations are gauge-transformed from the patch I to the patch II as [37]
X
(s−t)
i = e
−i(s−t)ϕX
(s−t)
i . (3.49)
We make the Fourier transformation for the fluctuations on each patch to construct the
gauge field on the total space from:
Xi(t, θ, ϕ, ψ) =
∑
w
X
(w)
i (t, θ, ϕ)e
−i 1
2
wy. (3.50)
We see from (3.49) that the left-hand side of (3.50) is indeed independent of the patches.
Using (3.50), we obtain
L
(qst)
i X
(s,t)
j (θ, ϕ) =
1
4π
∫ 4π
0
dyLiXj(θ, ϕ, ψ)ei 12 (s−t)y ,
(Xi(θ, ϕ)Xj(θ, ϕ))
(s,t) =
1
4π
∫ 4π
0
dyXi(θ, ϕ, ψ)Xj(θ, ϕ, ψ)e
i 1
2
(s−t)y , (3.51)
and so on. Then, we see that (3.34) equals
∑
s× (3.17). We divide an overall factor
∑
s to
extract a single period and obtain U(N) N = 4 SYM on R × S3. Of course, we can verify
this equivalence by seeing the agreement of the harmonic expansions of the two theories.
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We expand Xi(t, θ, ϕ, ψ) in terms of the vector spherical harmonics on S
3, Y ρJmm˜i(θ, ϕ, ψ)
(See [21, 38, 44, 47]):
Xi(t, θ, ϕ, ψ) =
∑
ρ=0,±1
∑
J
Q∑
m=−Q
Q˜∑
m˜=−Q˜
xJmm˜ρ(t)Y
ρ
Jmm˜i(θ, ϕ, ψ), (3.52)
where J run over all non-negative integers and half-integers. Q = J + δρ1 and Q˜ = J + δρ−1
are the spins for the two SU(2)’s of the isometry of S3. Note that the SU(2) whose spin is
Q˜ is broken in (3.20). By using the equality
Y˜ ρJmqi(θ, ϕ) = e
iqyY ρJmqi(θ, ϕ, ψ), (3.53)
we can easily show that the harmonic expansion of (3.19) agrees with (3.37)/
∑
s in the
present set-up with the correspondence
x
(s,t)
Jmρ ↔ xJm 1
2
(s−t)ρ. (3.54)
Namely, 1
2
(s− t) is identified with m˜.
Combining the above two equivalences, we see that the theory around (3.30) of PWMM
in the N0 → ∞ limit, where s runs from −∞ to ∞, 2js + 1 = N0 + s and Ns = N , is
equivalent to U(N) N = 4 SYM on R × S3 if g2PW/N0 is fixed to
g2
R×S3
µ
16π2
, the periodicity
condition is imposed on the fluctuation and the overall factor Σs is divided.
3.6 Proposal for a nonperturbative definition of N = 4 SYM
The relationship between N = 4 SYM on R×S3 and 2+1 SYM on R×S2 is again classical for
the following reason, and so is the relationship between N = 4 SYM on R×S3 and PWMM.
In order to construct a well-defined quantum theory, we need to introduce an ultraviolet
cutoff to the momentum of the fiber direction, which corresponds to w in (3.50). Namely, we
should consider finite-size matrices by making s, t run from−T/2 to T/2 with T an ultraviolet
cutoff. In this situation, however, the periodicity condition (3.48) is not compatible with the
gauge invariance. In order to resolve this problem, referring to the result for the modified
reduced model in the previous section, we discard the periodicity condition and take the
limit in which N0 →∞, T →∞, N →∞, T/N0 → 0, g
2
PW
N
N0
=
g2
R×S2
N
4π
=
g2
R×S3
Nµ
16π2
= fixed.
In this case, the S1 in the previous section corresponds to the fiber direction of S3 viewed
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as a U(1) bundle over S2. Our theory is a one-dimensional massive theory, so the instability
discussed in the last part of the previous section is suppressed. Moreover, the SU(2|4)
symmetry preserved by the vacuum (3.30) completely stabilizes the vacuum. Indeed, the
result in [52] ensures the perturbative stability, and it is easily seen from the result in [53] that
the nonperturbative instability via the tunneling to other vacua of PWMM caused by the
instantons is suppressed in the N →∞ limit. Thus, we do not need any quenching, and we
can respect the gauge symmetry and the SU(2|4) symmetry, namely half of supersymmetries
of N = 4 SYM on R × S3, simultaneously. Indeed, (3.42) should correspond to the gauge
symmetry of N = 4 SYM on R × S3. The noncommutativity probably vanishes in the
continuum limit as mentioned before.
To summarize, we propose a nonperturbative definition of N = 4 SYM on R × S3 as
follows. We consider the theory around (3.30) of PWMM with
− T/2 ≤ s ≤ T/2,
2js + 1 = N0 + s,
Ns = N. (3.55)
We take the limit in which
N0 →∞, T →∞, N →∞,
with
T
N0
→ 0 and g
2
PWN
N0
=
µ
16π2
g2R×S3N = fixed. (3.56)
Then, we obtain the ’t Hooft (planar) limit of N = 4 SYM on R × S3. The condition
T/N0 → 0 can be relaxed to N0 − T2 →∞ that should be required to obtain the continuum
spheres. For simplicity of the analysis, we adopt the stronger condition T/N0 → 0 in this
paper. The result should not depend on how to take the limit. Our formulation preserves
the gauge symmetry and the SU(2|4) symmetry. It is, in particular, remarkable that it
preserves sixteen supersymmetries. We need to check the restoration of the superconformal
symmetry SU(2, 2|4) to verify that our formulation does work well. The restoration of the
superconformal symmetry should imply that no UV/IR mixing occur. In the next section,
we give some evidences for the restoration of the superconformal symmetry.
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(T − a) (T − b)
(T − d)(T − c) (T − e)
Figure 2: Tadpole diagrams. The curly line represents the propagator of Xi. The wavy line
represents the propagator of At. The dotted line represents the propagator of the ghost.
The solid line represents the propagator of ΦAB. The dashed line represents the propagator
of ψA.
4 Perturbative analysis
In this section, we perform a perturbative expansion of the theory around (3.30) of PWMM.
In the beginning, we do not assume (3.55) or (3.56). We make a replacement Xi → Xˆi +Xi
in (3.4). We adopt the Feynman-type gauge and add the following gauge fixing and Fadeev-
Popov terms to the action:
1
g2PW
∫
dt
µ2
Tr
(
−1
2
(−∂tAt + iµ[Li, Xi])2 + ic¯∂tDtc + µc¯[Li, iµ[Li, c]− i[Xi, c]]
)
. (4.1)
The resultant gauge-fixed action is written down in (B.1) in appendix B. The mode expansion
of the fields is given in (B.6), which of course includes (3.43). The harmonic expansion of
the gauge-fixed action is given in (B.7), (B.10) and (B.11) which are a counterpart of (3.44).
One can read off the propagators from (B.7) as in (B.9) and the vertices from (B.10) and
(B.11).
First, we calculate the 1-loop contribution to the tadpoles. The only possibly nonzero
contribution is the truncated 1-point function for x
(s,t)
Jmρ(p)ij, where i, j run from 1 to Ns and
p is dual to t in the Fourier transformation. This quantity takes the form
2πδ(p)δstδijδρ−1δJ0δm0δijΥ
(s). (4.2)
There are five 1-loop diagrams for this 1-point function as shown in Fig. 2. Note that all
these diagrams are planar ones. The diagrams (T − a) and (T − b) completely cancel each
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other. Below we list the value of Υ(s) for each of the remaining diagrams.
(T − c) = 1
2
g2
√
N0
∑
t,R
Nt(−1)R+js+jt
√
R(R + 1)(2R + 1)(2R + 1)
×
(
2R + 3
(R + 1)2
+
2R− 1
R2
+
1
R3/2(R + 1)3/2
){
1 R R
jt js js
}
, (4.3)
(T − d) = 12g2
√
N0
∑
t,R
Nt(−1)R+js+jt
√
R(R + 1)(2R + 1)
{
1 R R
jt js js
}
, (4.4)
(T − e) = −4
3
× (T − d), (4.5)
where g2 = g2PWµ
2/N0. The 6-j symbol in the above expressions can be written explicitly:{
1 R R
jt js js
}
= (−1)jt+js+R+11
2
(js − jt)(js + jt + 1) + R(R + 1)√
js(js + 1)(2js + 1)R(R + 1)(2R+ 1)
, (4.6)
By using (4.6) and js =
N0
2
+ qs − 12 , we sum up the contributions to the tadpole:
(T − c) + (T − d) + (T − e)
= g2
∑
t
Nt
N0−1+qs+qt∑
R=|qs−qt|
F (R)
(
(qs − qt) + (R(R + 1) +R-independent terms)×O
(
1
N0
))
,
(4.7)
where
F (R) = 4− 1
2
(2R + 1)
(
2R+ 3
(R + 1)2
+
2R− 1
R2
+
1
R3/2(R + 1)3/2
)
. (4.8)
The first term in (4.8) comes from (T − d) and (T − e) while the second term from (T − c).
The asymptotic behavior of F (R) for large R,
F (R) ∼ 3
8R4
+O
(
1
R5
)
, (4.9)
tells us that in the N0 →∞ limit
(T − c) + (T − d) + (T − e) = g2
∑
t
Nt
∞∑
R=|qs−qt|
F (R)(qs − qt) +O
(
1
N0
)
. (4.10)
We find no N0-dependent divergences.
We see that ∑
s
Ns((T − c) + (T − d) + (T − e)) = 0. (4.11)
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This means that the vev of
∑
s,i x
(s,s)
Jmρ(p)ii that corresponds to the one-point function for
the overall U(1) field on R × S2 indeed vanishes. This is consistent with the fact that it
is a free field decoupled from the other fields when in the theory around (3.28) one takes
the Feynman-like gauge, to which the gauge corresponding to (4.1) reduces naively in the
N0 → ∞ limit. One can easily verify from (4.8) that if there is no supersymmetry, the vev
of the one-point function for the overall U(1) field does not vanish. Note that this happens
even with the restriction to the planar limit since all the tadpole diagrams in Fig. 2 are
planar. In [54], the same phenomenon was observed in a bosonic gauge theory on the fuzzy
sphere in the continuum limit and interpreted as the UV/IR mixing. On the other hand, by
shifting µ in (3.30), one can always cancel the vev of the one point function for the overall
U(1) field and might obtain the commutative gauge theory. However, in any case, we cannot
follow this prescription because it breaks supersymmetry. Here we have obtained an evidence
that in our case the UV/IR mixing is avoided, that is, the noncommutativity vanishes in the
continuum limit, in a way compatible with supersymmetry.
If we consider the theory around (3.30) with (3.55) and (3.56) that would realize N = 4
SYM on R×S3, we find no T -dependent divergences in (4.10). Furthermore, (4.10) vanishes
for fixed s in the T →∞ due to the summation over t. In this case, the gauge corresponding
to (4.1) reduces naively in the limit (3.56) to the Feynman gauge in N = 4 SYM on R×S3.
The isometry of S3, SO(4) = SU(2) × SU(2), is manifest in N = 4 SYM on R × S3
with the Feynman gauge, and all the tadpoles vanish due to this isometry. The symmetry
corresponding to one of the above two SU(2)’s already exists a priori in our theory, while
the other does not. Vanishing of (4.10) is a signal for the restoration of the SO(4) symmetry
in the continuum limit (3.56). If this restoration and the vanishing of the noncommutativity
is indeed the case, we obtain a commutative gauge theory with sixteen supersymmetries on
R × S3. This theory should be nothing but N = 4 SYM on R × S3 unless we perform any
extra fine-tunings. Thus we have found an evidence that the superconformal symmetry is
restored and our formalism does work well.
Next, we calculate the fermion self-energy in the theory around (3.30) with (3.55) and
(3.56) at the one-loop level, and compare the result in N = 4 SYM on R× S3. The fermion
self-energy is given by the truncated two-point function 〈ψ(s,t)AJmκ (p)ijψ(s
′,t′)†
J ′m′κ′A′(p
′)kl〉, and this
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(F − a) (F − b) (F − c)
Figure 3: Diagrams for the one-loop self-energy of ψA. The curly line represents the prop-
agator of Xi. The wavy line represents the propagator of At. The solid line represents the
propagator of ΦAB. The dashed line represents the propagator of ψ
A.
takes the form
2πδ(p− p′)δss′δtt′δAA′δilδjkδJJ ′δmm′Ω(s,t)Jκκ′(p). (4.12)
The diagrams which contribute to the fermion self-energy at the one-loop order are shown
in Fig. 3. We list the value of Ω
(s,t)
Jκκ′(p) for each diagram in appendix C.
We set the external indices to specific values to calculate the leading contribution in the
continuum limit (3.56): s = t = 0, κ = κ′ = 1 and J = 0. The divergent part of Ω
(0,0)
011 (p) for
each diagram is evaluated as
(F − a)κ=κ′=1,J=0
= −ig
2
µ2
N
T
2∑
u=−T
2
N0−1+
u
2∑
R1=|
u
2
|
[
2R1 + 3
R1 + 1
· 1
l − (2R1 + 74)
+
2R1 − 1
R1
· 1
l + (2R1 +
1
4
)
+
√
R1
R1 + 1
· 1
l − {R1 +
√
R1(R1 + 1) +
3
4
} +
√
R1 + 1
R1
· 1
l + {R1 +
√
R1(R1 + 1) +
1
4
}
]
∼ −4ig
2
µ2
N
(
−l − 1
4
)
lnT − 4ig
2
µ2
N
(
− l
2
+
5
8
)
lnT,
(F − b)κ=κ′=1,J=0
=
ig2
µ2
N
T
2∑
u=−T
2
N0−1+
u
2∑
R1=|
u
2
|
×
[√
R1 + 1
R1
· 1
l − {R1 +
√
R1(R1 + 1) +
3
4
} +
√
R1
R1 + 1
· 1
l + {R1 +
√
R1(R1 + 1) +
1
4
}
]
∼ −4ig
2
µ2
N
(
l
2
+
3
8
)
lnT,
(F − c)κ=κ′=1,J=0
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= −12ig
2
µ2
N
T
2∑
u=−T
2
N0−1+
u
2∑
R1=|
u
2
|
[
R1 + 1
2R1 + 1
· 1
l + (2R1 +
5
4
)
+
R1
2R1 + 1
· 1
l − (2R1 + 34)
]
∼ −12ig
2
µ2
N
(
−l + 3
4
)
lnT, (4.13)
where l = p/µ. Note that we find no N0-dependent divergences in each diagram. This is
consistent with the fact that (2+1)-dimensional gauge theory is super renormalizable. We
find that the divergence in T is logarithmic in each diagram. This is again consistent with
the fact that the fermion self-energy has only the logarithmic divergence in four dimensions.
In N = 4 SYM on R × S3, the fermion self-energy is given by the two point function
〈ψAJmm˜κ(p)ijψ†J ′m′m˜′κ′A′(p′)kl〉, where J and J˜ are the spins for the two SU(2)’s of the isometry
of S3. In the Feynman gauge to which the gauge corresponding to (4.1) reduces naively in
the limit (3.56), it takes the form
2πδ(p− p′)δAA′δilδjkδJJ ′δmm′δm˜m˜′δκκ′ΩS
3
J (p). (4.14)
By using the technique in [44], we evaluate each diagram in Fig. 3 in the Feynman gauge.
As in [44], we introduce naive cutoffs for the angular momenta and evaluate the divergent
part of ΩS
3
J (p) for each diagram as
(F − a)S3
=
4ig2
µ2
N
[{
l +
1
3
(
J +
3
4
)}
ln(2Λ) +
{
l
2
− 5
6
(
J +
3
4
)}
ln(2Λ)
]
,
(F − b)S3
=
4ig2
µ2
N ×
(
−1
2
){
l +
(
J +
3
4
)}
ln(2Λ),
(F − c)S3
=
4ig2
µ2
N × 3×
{
l −
(
J +
3
4
)}
ln(2Λ). (4.15)
The cutoffs for the angular momenta break the gauge symmetry and supersymmetry. Nev-
ertheless, the coefficient of the logarithmic divergent part for each diagram has a universal
meaning. We find that (4.13) completely agrees with the continuum case (4.15) under the
identification Λ = T . This fact provides an evidence that in the continuum limit (3.56) our
theory reproduces N = 4 SYM on R× S3.
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Furthermore, we put s = 1, t = 0, κ = 1, κ′ = −1 and J = 1
2
. For κ 6= κ′, the fermion
self-energy in N = 4 SYM on R × S3 in the Feynman gauge vanishes due to the SO(4)
symmetry, while it does not vanish a priori in our theory because the SO(4) symmetry is
not manifest in our theory. However, it turns out that there is no divergence in Ω 1
2
1−1(p)
for each diagram and it vanishes due to the summation over the blocks (the summation over
u in (4.13)). This is another evidence for the restoration of the SO(4) symmetry, which
implies the restoration of the superconformal symmetry if the noncommutativity vanishes.
5 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we proposed a nonperturbative definition of the ’t Hooft limit of N = 4
SYM. We realized N = 4 SYM on R × S3 as the theory around a vacuum of PWMM.
The size of matrices plays a role of the ultraviolet cutoff. Our formulation preserves the
gauge symmetry and the SU(2|4) symmetry. SU(2|4) is a subgroup of SU(2, 2|4) which is
the superconformal symmetry possessed by N = 4 SYM on R × S3. In particular, sixteen
supersymmetries among thirty-two supersymmetries in N = 4 SYM on R×S3 are preserved
in our formulation. We calculated the tadpoles and the fermion self-energy at the one-loop
order. The results give some evidences that the UV/IR mixing does not exist and the
SU(2, 2|4) symmetry is restored in the continuum limit so that our formulation does work
well.
We should collect more evidences for the restoration of the superconformal symmetry.
Higher-loop calculations are needed. Of course, the restoration should eventually be con-
firmed nonperturbatively.
The numerical simulation for our theory can be performed based on the method in [39–41].
Unfortunately, the size of matrices available at present seems too small for the continuum
limit (3.56). It is now possible to perform the numerical simulation for the theory around
(3.30), for instance, with s taking only 1 and N1 = N and to take the continuum limit
that would realize the ’t Hooft limit of 2+1 SYM on R × S2. Then, we can compare the
results of the numerical simulation with those predicted by the gravity dual [25] to check
whether the UV/IR mixing is avoided. Anyway, we believe that the numerical simulation
for our theory will be possible in the near future. It is also desirable to develop an analytical
(approximation) method that enables us to analyze our theory at strong coupling.
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By using the result in [47], we can easily construct as a physical observable the Wilson
loop in our theory that corresponds to the ordinary Wilson loop inN = 4 SYM on R×S3. We
can also consider the BPS Wilson loop [55,56] by including the matter degrees of freedom in
the loop. It is important to calculate the vev of these Wilson loops in our theory analytically
and numerically in the strong coupling regime and compare the results with the predictions
of the gravity dual [57–59]. We also hope to find the integrable structure of N = 4 SYM at
strong coupling by analyzing our theory.
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A Fuzzy spherical harmonics
In this appendix, we summarize the properties of the fuzzy spherical harmonics analyzed and
summarized in [21] (see also [32,33,60–63]). Let us consider (2j + 1)× (2j′ + 1) rectangular
complex matrices. Such matrices are generally expressed as
M =
∑
r,r′
Mrr′|jr〉〈j′r′|. (A.1)
We can define linear maps Li◦, which map the set of (2j+1)× (2j′+1) rectangular complex
matrices to itself, by their operation on the basis:
Li ◦ |jr〉〈j′r′| ≡ L[j]i |jr〉〈j′r′| − |jr〉〈j′r′|L[j
′]
i , (A.2)
where L
[j]
i are the spin j representation matrices of the SU(2) generators. Li◦ satisfy the
SU(2) algebra [Li◦, Lj◦] = iǫijkLk◦.
We change the basis of the rectangular matrices from the above basis {|jr〉〈j′r′|} to the
new basis which is called the fuzzy spherical harmonics:
YˆJm(jj′) =
√
N0
∑
r,r′
(−1)−j+r′CJmjr j′−r′|jr〉〈j′r′|, (A.3)
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where N0 is a positive constant, which is taken to be an integer as an ultraviolet cutoff in
section 3. For a fixed J , the fuzzy spherical harmonics also form the basis of the spin J
irreducible representation of SU(2) which is generated by Li◦
(Li◦)2YˆJm(jj′) = J(J + 1)YˆJm(jj′),
L± ◦ YˆJm(jj′) =
√
(J ∓m)(J ±m+ 1)YˆJm±1(jj′),
L3 ◦ YˆJm(jj′) = mYˆJm(jj′). (A.4)
The hermitian conjugates of the fuzzy spherical harmonics are evaluated as(
YˆJm(jj′)
)†
= (−1)m−(j−j′)YˆJ−m(j′j). (A.5)
The fuzzy spherical harmonics satisfy the orthonormality condition under the following nor-
malized trace:
1
N0
tr
{(
YˆJm(jj′)
)†
YˆJ ′m′(jj′)
}
= δJJ ′δmm′ , (A.6)
where ”tr” stands for the trace over (2j′ + 1)× (2j′ + 1) matrices. The trace of three fuzzy
spherical harmonics is given by
Cˆ
J1m1(jj′′)
J2m2(jj′)J3m3(j′j′′)
≡ 1
N0
tr
{(
YˆJ1m1(jj′′)
)†
YˆJ2m2(jj′)YˆJ3m3(j′j′′)
}
= (−1)J1+j+j′′
√
N0(2J2 + 1)(2J3 + 1)C
J1m1
J2m2J3m3
{
J1 J2 J3
j′ j′′ j
}
, (A.7)
where the last factor of the last line in the above equation is the 6-j symbol.
We also introduce the vector fuzzy spherical harmonics Yˆ ρJm(jj′)i and the spinor fuzzy
spherical harmonics Yˆ κJm(jj′)α, where ρ takes -1,0,1 and κ takes -1 and 1. They are defined
in terms of the scalar spherical harmonics as
Yˆ ρJm(jj′)i = i
ρ
∑
n,p
VinC
Qm
Q˜p 1n
YˆQ˜p(jj′),
Yˆ κJm(jj′)α =
∑
p
CUm
U˜p 1
2
α
YˆU˜p(jj′), (A.8)
where Q = J + δρ1, Q˜ = J + δρ−1 and U = J + δκ1, U˜ = J + δκ−1. The unitary matrix V is
given by
V =
1√
2

−1 0 1−i 0 −i
0
√
2 0

 . (A.9)
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The vector fuzzy spherical harmonics and the spinor fuzzy spherical harmonics satisfy
Li ◦ Yˆ ρJm(jj′)i =
√
J(J + 1)δρ0YˆJm(jj′),
iǫijkLj ◦ Yˆ ρJm(jj′)k + Yˆ ρJm(jj′)i = ρ(J + 1)Yˆ ρJm(jj′)i,(
(σi)αβLi ◦+3
4
δαβ
)
Yˆ κJm(jj′)β = κ
(
J +
3
4
)
Yˆ κJm(jj′)α. (A.10)
Their hermitian conjugate are(
Yˆ ρJm(jj′)i
)†
= (−1)m−(j−j′)+1Yˆ ρJ−m(j′j)i,(
Yˆ κJm(jj′)α
)†
= (−1)m−(j−j′)+κα+1Yˆ κJ−m(j′j)−α, (A.11)
and they satisfy the following orthonormal relations:
1
N0
tr
{(
Yˆ ρJm(jj′)i
)†
Yˆ ρ
′
J ′m′(jj′)i
}
= δJJ ′δmm′δρρ′ ,
1
N0
tr
{(
Yˆ κJm(jj′)α
)†
Yˆ κ
′
J ′m′(jj′)α
}
= δJJ ′δmm′δκκ′. (A.12)
We can evaluate the trace of the three fuzzy spherical harmonics, including the vector har-
monics and/or the spinor harmonics, as follows:
DˆJm(j′j)J1m1(j′j′′)ρ1 J2m2(j′′j)ρ2 ≡
1
N0
tr
{(
YˆJm(j′j)
)†
Yˆ ρ1J1m1(j′j′′)iYˆ
ρ2
J2m2(j′′j)i
}
=
√
3N0(2J + 1)(2J1 + 1)(2J1 + 2ρ21 + 1)(2J2 + 1)(2J2 + 2ρ
2
2 + 1)
× (−1) ρ1+ρ22 +1+J+j+j′
{
Q1 Q˜1 1
Q2 Q˜2 1
J J 0
}
CJmQ1m1 Q2m2
{
J Q˜1 Q˜2
j′′ j j′
}
. (A.13)
EˆJ1m1(jj′)ρ1J2m2(j′j′′)ρ2J3m3(j′′j)ρ3
≡ ǫijk 1
N0
tr
(
Yˆ ρ1J1m1(jj′)iYˆ
ρ2
J2m2(j′j′′)j
Yˆ ρ3J3m3(j′′j)k
)
=
√
6N0(2J1 + 1)(2J1 + 2ρ21 + 1)(2J2 + 1)(2J2 + 2ρ
2
2 + 1)(2J3 + 1)(2J3 + 2ρ
2
3 + 1)
× (−1)− ρ1+ρ2+ρ3+12 −Q˜1−Q˜2−Q˜3+2j+2j′+2j′′
{
Q1 Q˜1 1
Q2 Q˜2 1
Q3 Q˜3 1
}(
Q1 Q2 Q3
m1 m2 m3
){
Q˜1 Q˜2 Q˜3
j′′ j j′
}
. (A.14)
FˆJ1m1(j′j)κ1J2m2(j′j′′)κ2 Jm(j′′j) ≡
1
N0
tr
{(
Yˆ κ1J1m1(j′j)α
)†
Yˆ κ2J2m2(j′j′′)αYˆJm(j′′j)
}
=
√
2N0(2U˜1 + 1)(2J + 1)2(2J2 + 1)(2J2 + 2)
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× (−1)U˜1+2J+j+j′
{
U1 U˜1
1
2
U2 U˜2
1
2
J J 0
}
CU1m1U2m2 Jm
{
U˜1 U˜2 J
j′′ j j′
}
. (A.15)
GˆJ1m1(j′j)κ1J2m2(j′j′′)κ2 Jm(j′′j)ρ ≡
1
N0
tr
{(
Yˆ κ1J1m1(j′j)α
)†
σiαβYˆ
κ2
J2m2(j′j′′)β
Yˆ ρJm(j′′j)i
}
=
√
6N0(2U˜1 + 1)(2J2 + 1)(2J2 + 2)(2J + 1)(2J + 2ρ2 + 1)
× (−1) ρ2+U˜1+j+j′
{
U1 U˜1
1
2
U2 U˜2
1
2
Q Q˜ 1
}
CU1m1U2m2 Qm
{
U˜1 U˜2 Q˜
j′′ j j′
}
. (A.16)
B Harmonic expansion
In this appendix, we make a harmonic expansion of the theory around (3.30) of PWMM.
This harmonic expansion enables us to perform the perturbative calculation of the theory in
section 4. First, we make a replacement Xi → −µLi +Xi in (3.4) and add the gauge fixing
and the Fadeev-Popov terms (4.1). The resultant action is
SPW+gf+FP = S
gauge
PW,free + S
gauge
PW,int + S
matter
PW,free + S
matter
PW,int, (B.1)
where
SgaugePW,free =
1
g2PWµ
2
∫
dt Tr
(
1
2
(∂tXi)
2 − µ
2
2
[Li, At]
2 − 1
2
(∂tAt)
2
−µ
2
2
(Xi + iǫijk[Lj , Xk])
2 +
µ2
2
[Li, Xi]
2 + ic¯∂2t c + iµ
2c¯[Li, [Li, c]]
)
, (B.2)
SgaugePW,int =
1
g2PWµ
2
∫
dt Tr
(
−i(∂tXi)[At, Xi]− µ[At, Xi][Li, At]− 1
2
[At, Xi]
2
+ iµǫijk(Xi + iǫilm[Ll, Xm])XjXk +
1
2
ǫijkǫilmXjXkXlXm
− iµ[Li, c¯][c,Xi]− ∂tc¯[At, c]
)
, (B.3)
SmatterPW,free =
1
g2PWµ
2
∫
dt Tr
(
1
2
∂tΦAB∂tΦ
AB − µ
2
8
ΦABΦ
AB +
µ2
2
[Li,ΦAB][Li,Φ
AB]
−iψ†A∂tψA − µψ†A(
3
4
ψA + σi[Li, ψ
A]
))
, (B.4)
SmatterPW,int =
1
g2PWµ
2
∫
dt Tr
(
−i(∂tΦAB)[At,ΦAB]− 1
2
[At,ΦAB][At,Φ
AB]− µ[Li,ΦAB][Xi,ΦAB]
+
1
2
[Xi,ΦAB][Xi,Φ
AB] +
1
4
[ΦAB,ΦCD][Φ
AB ,ΦCD] + ψ†A[At, ψ
A]
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+ψ†Aσ
i[Xi, ψ
A] + ψ†Aσ
2[ΦAB, (ψ†B)
T ]− (ψA)Tσ2[ΦAB, ψB]
)
. (B.5)
We make a mode expansion of the (s, t) blocks of the fields in terms of the fuzzy spherical
harmonics defined in appendix A:
A
(s,t)
t =
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J∑
m=−J
B
(s,t)
Jm ⊗ YˆJm(jsjt), Φ(s,t)AB =
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J∑
m=−J
φ
(s,t)
AB,Jm ⊗ YˆJm(jsjt),
c(s,t) =
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J∑
m=−J
c
(s,t)
Jm ⊗ YˆJm(jsjt), c¯(s,t) =
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J∑
m=−J
c¯
(s,t)
Jm ⊗ YˆJm(jsjt),
ψA(s,t) =
∑
κ=±1
js+jt∑
U˜=|js−jt|
U∑
m=−U
ψ
A(s,t)
Jmκ ⊗ Yˆ κJm(jsjt)
=
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J+ 1
2∑
m=−J− 1
2
ψ
A(s,t)
Jm1 ⊗ Yˆ 1Jm(jsjt) +
js+jt−
1
2∑
J=|js−jt|−
1
2
J∑
m=−J
ψ
A(s,t)
Jm−1 ⊗ Yˆ −1Jm(jsjt),
ψ
(t,s)†
A =
∑
κ=±1
js+jt∑
U˜=|js−jt|
U∑
m=−U
ψ
(t,s)†
A,Jmκ ⊗ Yˆ κ†Jm(jtjs)
=
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J+ 1
2∑
m=−J− 1
2
ψ
(t,s)†
A,Jm1 ⊗ Yˆ 1†Jm(jtjs) +
js+jt−
1
2∑
J=|js−jt|−
1
2
J∑
m=−J
ψ
(t,s)†
A,Jm−1 ⊗ Yˆ −1†Jm(jtjs),
X
(s,t)
i =
1∑
ρ=−1
js+jt∑
Q˜=|js−jt|
Q∑
m=−Q
x
(s,t)
Jmρ ⊗ Yˆ ρJm(jsjt)i
=
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J+1∑
m=−J−1
x
(s,t)
Jm1 ⊗ Yˆ 1Jm(jsjt)i +
js+jt∑
J=|js−jt|
J∑
m=−J
x
(s,t)
Jm0 ⊗ Yˆ 0Jm(jsjt)i
+
js+jt−1∑
J=|js−jt|−1
J∑
m=−J
x
(s,t)
Jm−1 ⊗ Yˆ −1Jm(jsjt)i. (B.6)
Note that the modes in the right-hand sides of the equations in (B.6) are Ns ×Nt matrices.
By using the properties of the fuzzy spherical harmonics summarized in appendix A, we
rewrite the free part of (B.1) in terms of the modes as follows:
SgaugePW,free + S
matter
PW,free
=
1
g2
∫
dt tr
(
1
2
(−1)m−(js−jt)+1x(s,t)Jmρ
{−∂2t − ρ2ωxJ2 − µ2δρ0J(J + 1)}x(t,s)J−mρ
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+
1
2
(−1)m−(js−jt)+1B(s,t)Jm
{−∂2t − µ2J(J + 1)}B(t,s)J−m
+ i(−1)m−(js−jt)c¯(s,t)Jm
{
∂2t + µ
2J(J + 1)
}
c
(t,s)
J−m
+
1
4
(−1)m−(js−jt)ǫABCDφ(s,t)AB,Jm(−∂2t − ωxJ2)φ(t,s)CD,J−m + ψ(s,t)†A,Jmκ(i∂t − κωψJ )ψA(s,t)Jmκ
)
,
(B.7)
where
1
g2
≡ N0
g2PWµ
2
, ωxJ ≡ µ(J + 1),
ωψJ ≡ µ(J +
3
4
), ωφJ ≡ µ(J +
1
2
). (B.8)
We can read off the propagators for the Fourier transforms of the fields from (B.7) as
〈x(s,t)Jmρ(p)ijx(s
′,t′)
J ′m′ρ′(p
′)kl〉
=
{
(−1)m−(js−jt)+1δJJ ′δm−m′δρρ′δst′δts′δilδjk2πδ(p+ p′) ig2p2−ωx
J
2 (ρ 6= 0)
(−1)m−(js−jt)+1δJJ ′δm−m′δst′δts′δilδjk2πδ(p+ p′) ig2p2−µ2J(J+1) (ρ = ρ′ = 0)
,
〈B(s,t)Jm (p)ijB(s
′,t′)
J ′m′ (p
′)kl〉 = (−1)m−(js−jt)+1δJJ ′δm−m′δst′δts′δilδjk2πδ(p+ p′) ig
2
p2 − µ2J(J + 1) ,
〈c(s,t)Jm (p)ij c¯(s
′,t′)
J ′m′ (p
′)kl〉 = (−1)m−(js−jt)δJJ ′δm−m′δst′δts′δilδjk2πδ(p+ p′) g
2
−p2 + µ2J(J + 1) ,
〈φ(s,t)AB,Jm(p)ijφ(s
′,t′)
A′B′,J ′m′(p
′)kl〉 = 1
2
ǫABA′B′(−1)m−(js−jt)δJJ ′δm−m′δst′δts′δilδjk2πδ(p+ p′) ig
2
p2 − ωφJ
2 ,
〈ψA(s,t)Jmκ (p)ijψ(s
′,t′)†
A′,J ′m′κ′(p
′)kl〉 = δJJ ′δmm′δκκ′δAA′δss′δtt′δilδjk2πδ(p− p′)
ig2(p+ κωψJ )
p2 − ωψJ
2 . (B.9)
The gauge part of the interaction terms in (B.1) is rewritten as
SgaugePW,int
=
1
g2
∫
dt tr
[
− iDˆJ1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju)ρ2 J3m3(jujs)ρ3B(s,t)J1m1(∂tx
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
x
(u,s)
J3m3ρ3
− x(t,u)J2m2ρ2∂tx
(u,s)
J3m3ρ3
)
+ µ(
√
J2(J2 + 1)DˆJ1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju)0 J3m3(jujs)ρ3 −
√
J1(J1 + 1)DˆJ2m2(jtju) J3m3(jujs)ρ3 J1m1(jsjt)0)
×B(s,t)J1m1B
(t,u)
J2m2
x
(u,s)
J3m3ρ3
+ (−1)m−(js−ju)+1
× (DˆJ1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju)ρ2 J−m(jujs)ρDˆJ4m4(jvjs) Jm(jsjt)ρ J3m3(jujv)ρ3B(s,t)J1m1x
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
x
(u,v)
J3m3ρ3
B
(v,s)
J4m4
− DˆJ1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju)ρ2 J−m(jujs)ρDˆJ3m3(jujv) J4m4(jvjs)ρ4 Jm(jsju)ρB(s,t)J1m1x
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
B
(u,v)
J3m3
x
(v,s)
J4m4ρ4
)
32
+ iµρ1(ρ1 + 1)EˆJ1m1(jsjt)ρ1 J2m2(jtju)ρ2 J3m3(jujs)ρ3x(s,t)J1m1ρ1x
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
x
(u,s)
J3m3ρ3
+
1
2
(−1)m−(js−ju)+1EˆJ−m(jujs)ρ J1m1(jsjt)ρ1 J2m2(jtju)ρ2 EˆJm(jsju)ρ J3m3(jujv)ρ3 J4m4(jvjs)ρ4
× x(s,t)J1m1ρ1x
(t,u)
J2m2ρ2
x
(u,v)
J3m3ρ3
x
(v,s)
J4m4ρ4
− iµ
√
J3(J3 + 1) (DˆJ2m2(jsjt) J3m3(jtju)0 J1m1(jujs)ρ1c(s,t)J2m2 c¯
(t,u)
J3m3
x
(u,s)
J1m1ρ1
− DˆJ2m2(jsjt) J1m1(jtju)ρ1 J3m3(jujs)0c(s,t)J2m2x
(t,u)
J1m1ρ1
c¯
(u,s)
J3m3
)
+ CˆJ1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju) J3m3(jujs)B(s,t)J1m1(∂tc¯
(t,u)
J2m2
c
(u,s)
J3m3
+ c
(t,u)
J2m2
∂tc¯
(u,s)
J3m3
)
]
. (B.10)
The matter part of the interaction terms in (B.1) is rewritten as
SmatterPW,int
=
1
g2
∫
dt tr
[
i
2
ǫABCDCˆJ1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju) J3m3(jujs)B(s,t)J1m1(∂tφ
(t,u)
AB,J2m2
φ
(u,s)
CD,J3m3
− φ(t,u)AB,J2m2∂tφ
(u,s)
CD,J3m3
)
+
1
2
ǫABCDCˆJm(jsju)J1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju)CˆJm(jsju) J3m3(jujv) J4m4(jvjs)
× (B(s,t)J1m1B
(t,u)
J2m2
φ
(u,v)
AB,J3m3
φ
(v,s)
CD,J4m4
−B(s,t)J1m1φ
(t,u)
AB,J2m2
B
(u,v)
J3m3
φ
(v,s)
CD,J4m4
)
− µ
2
ǫABCD(
√
J2(J2 + 1)DˆJ1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju)0 J3m3(jujs)ρ3
−
√
J1(J1 + 1)DˆJ2m2(jtju) J3m3(jujs)ρ3 J1m1(jsjt)0)φ(s,t)AB,J1m1φ
(t,u)
CD,J2m2
x
(u,s)
J3m3ρ3
+
1
2
ǫABCD(−1)m−(js−ju)+1
× (DˆJ4m4(jvjs) Jm(jsju)ρ J3m3(jujv)ρ3DˆJ2m2(jtju) J−m(jujs)ρ J1m1(jsjt)ρ1x(s,t)J1m1ρ1φ
(t,u)
AB,J2m2
x
(u,v)
J3m3ρ3
φ
(v,s)
CD,J4m4
− DˆJ4m4(jujv) J3m3(jvjs)ρ3 Jm(jsju)ρDˆJ2m2(jtju) J−m(jujs)ρ J1m1(jsjt)ρ1x(s,t)J1m1ρ1φ
(t,u)
AB,J2m2
φ
(u,v)
CD,J4m4
x
(v,s)
J3m3ρ3
)
+
1
8
ǫABEF ǫCDGH CˆJm(jsju)J1m1(jsjt) J2m2(jtju)CˆJm(jsju) J3m3(jujv) J4m4(jvjs)
× (φ(s,t)AB,J1m1φ
(t,u)
CD,J2m2
φ
(u,v)
EF,J3m3
φ
(v,s)
GH,J4m4
− φ(s,t)AB,J1m1φ
(t,u)
EF,J2m2
φ
(u,v)
CD,J3m3
φ
(v,s)
GH,J4m4
)
+
(
(−1)m3−(js−ju)+κ1−κ22 FˆJ2−m2(jtju)κ2
J1−m1(jtjs)κ1 J3m3(jsju)
ψ
(s,t)†
A,J1m1κ1
B
(s,u)
J3m3
ψ
A(u,t)
J2m2κ2
−FˆJ1m1(jsjt)κ1J2m2(jsju)κ2 J3m3(jujt)ψ
(s,t)†
A,J1m1κ1
ψ
A(s,u)
J2m2κ2
B
(u,t)
J3m3
)
−
(
(−1)m3−(js−ju)+κ1−κ22 GˆJ2−m2(jtju)κ2J1−m1(jtjs)κ1 J3m3(jsju)ρ3ψ
(s,t)†
A,J1m1κ1
x
(s,u)
J3m3ρ3
ψ
A(u,t)
J2m2κ2
+GˆJ1m1(jsjt)κ1J2m2(jsju)κ2 J3m3(jujt)ρ3ψ
(s,t)†
A,J1m1κ1
ψ
A(s,u)
J2m2κ2
x
(u,t)
J3m3ρ3
)
− i
2
ǫABCD
(
(−1)m1−(js−jt)−κ12 FˆJ2m2(jtju)κ2J1−m1(jtjs)κ1 J3m3(jsju)ψ
(s,t)†
A,J1m1κ1
φ
(s,u)
CD,J3m3
ψ
(t,u)†
B,J2m2κ2
+(−1)m2−(ju−js)−κ22 FˆJ1m1(jsjt)κ1J2−m2(jsju)κ2 J3m3(jujt)ψ
(s,t)†
A,J1m1κ1
ψ
(u,s)†
B,J2m2κ2
φ
(u,t)
CD,J3m3
)
− i
(
(−1)m2−(ju−js)−κ22 FˆJ2−m2(jsju)κ2J1m1(jsjt)κ1 J3m3(jtju)ψ
A,(s,t)
J1m1κ1
φ
(t,u)
AB,J3m3
ψ
B(u,s)
J2m2κ2
+(−1)m1−(js−jt)−κ12 FˆJ1−m1(jtjs)κ1J2m2(jtju)κ2 J3m3(jujs)ψ
A(s,t)
J1m1κ1
ψ
B(t,u)
J2m2κ2
φ
(u,s)
AB,J3m3
)]
. (B.11)
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C Fermion self-energy
In this appendix, we list the value of Ω
(s,t)
Jκκ′(p) for each diagram of the fermion self-energy in
Fig. 3:
(F − a)
= −3ig
2
µ2
NN0
√
(2U˜ + 1)(2U˜ ′ + 1)δUU ′
∑
uR1R2[
(2R2 + 1)(2R2 + 3)
R2 + 1
(2R1 + 2)(2R1 + 1)
1
l − (R1 +R2 + 74)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 + 1 R2 1
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 + 1 R2 1
}
+
(2R2 + 1)(2R2 + 3)
R2 + 1
2R1(2R1 + 1)
1
l + (R1 +R2 +
5
4
)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 + 1 R2 1
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 + 1 R2 1
}
+
(2R2 − 1)(2R2 + 1)
R2
(2R1 + 2)(2R1 + 1)
1
l − (R1 +R2 + 34)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 − 1 R2 1
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 − 1 R2 1
}
+
(2R2 − 1)(2R2 + 1)
R2
2R1(2R1 + 1)
1
l + (R1 +R2 +
1
4
)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 − 1 R2 1
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 − 1 R2 1
}
+
(2R2 + 1)
2√
R2(R2 + 1)
×
(
(2R1 + 2)(2R1 + 1)
l − (R1 +
√
R2(R2 + 1) +
3
4
)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 1
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 1
}
+
2R1(2R1 + 1)
l + (R1 +
√
R2(R2 + 1) +
1
4
)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 1
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 1
}) ]
×
[{
U˜ R1 R2
ju js jt
}{
U˜ ′ R1 R2
ju js jt
}
+ (−1)1−κ+κ
′
2
{
U˜ R1 R2
ju jt js
}{
U˜ ′ R1 R2
ju jt js
}]
, (C.1)
(F − b)
=
ig2
µ2
NN0
√
(2U˜ + 1)(2U˜ ′ + 1)δUU ′
∑
uR1R2
(2R2 + 1)
2√
R2(R2 + 1)
×
[
(2R1 + 2)(2R1 + 1)
l − (R1 +
√
R2(R2 + 1) +
3
4
)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}
+
2R1(2R1 + 1)
l + (R1 +
√
R2(R2 + 1) +
1
4
)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}]
×
[{
U˜ R1 R2
ju js jt
}{
U˜ ′ R1 R2
ju js jt
}
+ (−1)1−κ+κ
′
2
{
U˜ R1 R2
ju jt js
}{
U˜ ′ R1 R2
ju jt js
}]
, (C.2)
(F − c)
34
= −12ig
2
µ2
NN0
√
(2U˜ + 1)(2U˜ ′ + 1)δUU ′
∑
uR1R2
(2R2 + 1)
×
[
(2R1 + 2)(2R1 + 1)
1
l + (R1 +R2 +
5
4
)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 + 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}
+ 2R1(2R1 + 1)
1
l − (R1 +R2 + 34)
{
U U˜ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}{
U U˜ ′ 1
2
R1 − 12 R1
1
2
R2 R2 0
}]
×
[{
U˜ R1 R2
ju js jt
}{
U˜ ′ R1 R2
ju js jt
}
+ (−1)1−κ+κ
′
2
{
U˜ R1 R2
ju jt js
}{
U˜ ′ R1 R2
ju jt js
}]
, (C.3)
where l = p/µ.
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